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Why am I championing this?

Personal 

experience

My ColleaguesMy Students

My Colleagues

The International 

Physics Community

ICWIP 2017, Birmingham



Step 1:  Acknowledging there is an issue

 Equality doesn’t improve without genuine will 

to improve from the senior leadership.

 Juno and Athena SWAN (more broadly) have 

shone a mirror on ‘what’s wrong in physics’ in 

the UK.

Leaders need to be motivated to act



Lecturer

Step 2:  The evidence

 Data

 Qualitative 

input

 Benchmarked 

nationally

Common mistake: Excess effort polishing the data set 

rather than looking at what it is saying. 

ProfessorResearch grades



Step 3:  The doing…

 Policies

 Cultural change to the benefit of all

 Joined up processes such that E&D is not an 

appendage

 Action plan

 Narrative

External evaluation of progress.. Juno



Project Juno: Four Levels

Supporter: Endorse six principles and make commitment 

to work towards Practitioner and Champion.

Practitioner: Meet Principle 1 by gathering qualitative/ 

quantitative evidence and action plan for Champion.

Champion: Demonstrate all principles are embedded; 

Action plan continues to further good practice.

Excellence: Juno Champions develop programme of 

activities to showcase and embed successful and 

innovative practice nationally.



Project Juno: Six principles

P1: A robust organisational framework to deliver equality 

P2: Appointment, promotion & selection processes that 

encourage all to apply for academic posts at all levels.

P3: Departmental structures which support the career 

progression of all staff 

P4: Departmental management, arrangements and culture 

that are open, inclusive and transparent.

P5: Flexible approaches and provisions that enable 

individuals, at all career and life stages.

P6: An environment where professional conduct is 

embedded into departmental culture and behaviour.



Project Juno: a framework for an inclusive culture

Senior managers visibly champion 

discussions

Women are visible and valued

Forums for students and staff,

Active Career progression 

All events with a diversity of speakers

Workload and project allocation carefully 

monitored. 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1MOGBHmyFA6rzn5Kay6xVjmvMnMAciY2h&ll=53.59625514565693%2C-3.9397704395119035&z=7


https://app.sli.do/

Code 662059

What effect has Covid had 

on your work community



Gender and Science – NCCR MUST and 

RESOLV



From the Juno 

network meeting, 

March 2022.  



Gender and Science – NCCR MUST and 

RESOLV



From the Juno 

network 

meeting, 

March 2022.  



From action plan to funded research.. 

Women of color are deeply 
underrepresented in some STEM disciplines 
at the undergraduate level. However, little is 
known about the finer details of this 
underrepresentation: for example, the kinds 
of institutions where women of color are 
markedly underrepresented and those in 
which they thrive; benchmarks about what 
constitutes an above-average departmental 
performance of intersectional inclusion. This 
quantitative study created an 'effectiveness' 
score for physics and astronomy…

Jaimie Miller-Friedmann j.l.miller-friedmann@bham.ac.uk

NSF-ESRC” Centering Women of Color in STEM: Data-Driven Opportunities for Inclusion

University of Birmingham, UK. 

https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=ES%2FT010290%2F1

mailto:j.l.miller-friedmann@bham.ac.uk
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And it’s interdisciplinary

Gender effects in perceived recognition as a physicist and physics identity 
Ewan Bottomley1,2, Kenneth I. Mavor, and Paula J. Miles
1School of Psychology and Neuroscience, 
Antje Kohnle and Vivienne Wild 
2School of Physics and Astronomy, University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK



Step 4:  Why commit resource?

 Peer pressure (for leaders!)

 A recognised good work culture recruits at all

levels.

 Happy staff and students are more effective.

NB Ensure that staff engaged in this process have 

their time and commitment effectively valued. 



When can you stop?

 Never.. 

But successful implementation is when E&D is 

business as usual, and all are aware and 

contributing to constant improvement.


